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Abstract. Software architecture and middleware platforms are di�er-

ent abstraction levels of component-based development that have been

evolved separately. In order to address the gap between these two ar-

eas, in this paper we discuss the integration of a generic and extensible

architecture description language, Acme, with a standard middleware

platform - CORBA. We propose mapping rules to transform an ACME

description into a CORBA IDL speci�cation. To make it possible, we

de�ne some extensions to Acme to include some features according to

the CORBA IDL speci�cation. These extensions explore the facilities

provided by Acme for expressing additional information. We use a case

study to illustrate the mapping proposed.

1 Introduction

Software architecture [1] is an important �eld of software development

that focus on the early design phase of component-based development.

It concerns the design and speci�cation of the high-level structure of an

application. This is especially important to solve design problems in the

initial stages of development. Architectural description languages (ADLs)

are used to describe software architectures in terms of components and

the relationship among them.

Although various architectural languages are available at the moment

[2], each of them has its own particular notation and some are designed for

speci�c application domains. This makes them inappropriate for express-

ing a broad range of architectural design and also for sharing and reusing

architectural descriptions. In order to address this problem, the Acme

Architecture Description Language [3] provides a common language for

the support of the interchange of architectural descriptions. It provides a

generic and extensible infrastructure for describing software architectures.

At the implementation level of component-based development, mid-

dleware platforms are playing an important role as an underlying infras-

tructure that o�ers transparent communication between distributed and



heterogeneous components. In this context, CORBA has been successful

because it is a language and platform independent model.

Software architecture and middleware platforms deal with di�erent

levels of abstraction of component-based development and share some

common characteristics. Both o�er support for the management of large,

complex and distributed applications as well as to reduce the costs of

applications development by promoting components reuse. Besides, both

focus on composing systems by assembling components. They are comple-

mentary approaches to a component-based development. However, there

are few interactions between the two research areas. In [4] is showed that

it is necessary to integrate such areas in order to use existing component

middleware technologies to implement systems modeled with architec-

tural languages.

An important challenge for software developers today is the ability

to translate a software architecture description into a corresponding de-

scription for a target implementation platform. They have to know details

about the two models in order to identify the mapping between the con-

cepts. In general, this task is done in an ad-hoc way because there is a

lack of reference models and tools to identify and relate the concepts of

the two research areas. Thus, the mapping is an error-prone task that

can lead to inconsistencies between the architectural description and the

corresponding description in the target implementation platform.

In this paper we address the integration between this two research

areas, discussing how the concepts of the Acme architecture description

language can be translated into corresponding concepts of CORBA IDL.

Our goal is to provide mapping rules in order to reduce the gap between

the Acme architecture description and the CORBA IDL speci�cation.

Besides, the rules can be used in the development of automatic transfor-

mation tools.

In order to evaluate our proposal we present a case study of a dis-

tributed application: a multiagents system for buying and selling goods[5,

6].

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the background

of this work: Acme and CORBA. Section 3 discusses the mapping from

Acme to CORBA. Section 4 presents the case study that illustrates the

application of the mapping. Section 5 regards about the related works.

Finally, Section 6 contains the �nal remarks.



2 Background

2.1 Acme

Acme [3, 7] is a software architectural description language whose main

goal is being an interchange language among di�erent ADLs. Acme was

projected to consider the essential elements of the di�erent ADLs and to

allow extensions to describe the most complex aspects of others ADLs.

An Acme architecture is structured by using the following aspects:

structure, properties, constraints, types and styles [7]. In this section we

will present each aspect and then we will illustrate their use with an

example.

Structure Acme has seven entity types to architectural representation:

components, connectors, systems, ports, roles, representations, and rep-

maps.

The components are the basic elements of an Acme description.

They represent primary elements of a system. The Acme component can

model hardware and software elements or both. The Acme component

has interfaces, named ports, that represent interaction points with the

computational environment. Each port represents an interface that is of-

fered or required by the component. However, the ports do not distinguish

between neither what is o�ered nor what is required by a component.

The Acme connectors represent interactions among components. A

typical connector may de�ne a communication synchronization model, a

communication protocol or features of a communication canal.

Acme provides a way to explicitly document the system communi-

cation, thus, it is necessary to provide the concept of connector. This

is an important feature of the architectural modeling: the interactions

are considered �rst class concepts. In contrast, in object-oriented project

approaches, the interactions are implicit within diagrams that describe

classes and objects. The connectors have a set of interfaces represented

by roles. Each role de�nes a participant in the interaction de�ned by a

connector. A role is seen as an interface, in a communication canal, de�n-

ing an interface to the connector just as a port provides an interface to a

component.

Acme systems are de�ned as graphs in which nodes represent com-

ponents and edges represent connectors. Therefore, a graph of a com-

putational system is de�ned by a set of attachments. Each attachment

represents an interaction between a port and a role.



The Acme language uses representations that allows the compo-

nents and connectors to encapsulate subsystems. Each subsystem may be

seen as the most concrete description of the element that it represents.

This allows the analysis of the system in various abstraction levels.

When a component or connector has an architectural representation,

it should have a way of showing correspondence between internal system

representation and external interfaces of components or connectors that

are being represented. The rep-maps de�ne this correspondence. They

associate internal ports/roles to external ports/roles.

Figure 1 shows an example of an architectural description in Acme.

The System has two components, X and Y, joined by a connector. The

connector has its roleA attached to portM of component X while roleB

is attached to portN of component Y. The textual description is shown in

Figure 2.

X YroleA roleB

portM portN

Fig. 1. Example of an architectural description in Acme

System System1 {

Component X{

Ports {portM;}

};

Component Y{

Ports {portN;}

};

Connector C{

Roles {roleA; roleB;}

};

Attachment X.portM to C.roleA;

Attachment Y.portN to C.roleB;

};

Fig. 2. Textual description of the architectural description of Figure 1



Properties The components, as well as other Acme elements, have

properties that are used to describe their structural and functional as-

pects. Each property has a name, an optional type and a value. The prop-

erties do not de�ne semantics in Acme, but their values have meaning in

tools that analyze, translate, show or manipulate Acme descriptions.

Constraints Acme may de�ne the constraints that should be used by the

computational system. These constraints are a special type of properties

that are associated with any Acme description element. This association

determines the scope of the constraint. This means that if one constraint is

associated to a system, then every element comprised within the element

also is associated to this constraint.

The constraints may be associated to design elements in two ways:

using invariants or heuristics. The violation of invariants makes the system

invalid, while the violation of heuristics is treated as a warning.

Types and Styles The ability to de�ne system styles (families) is an

important feature for an architecture description. Styles allow the de�-

nition of a domain-speci�c or application-speci�c design vocabulary.

The basic block for de�ning styles in Acme is a type system that is

used to encapsulate recurring structures and relationships. In Acme there

are three ways to de�ne these structures: property types, structural types,

and styles. Property types have been previously showed.

Structural types enable the de�nition of types of components, con-

nectors, ports, and roles. Each type provides a type name and a list of

necessary substructure, properties and constraints.

The other existent type in Acme is style, also named family. Just as

structural types represent sets of structural elements, a family represent

a set of systems.

2.2 CORBA

CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) is a standard

proposed by OMG that allows interoperability between applications in

heterogeneous and distributed environment. CORBA determines the sep-

aration between object interface and object implementation. An object

interface is described using the Interface De�nition Language (IDL). Ob-

ject implementation can be done using a programming language with a

binding to CORBA.



A CORBA architecture is composed by a set of functional blocks that

use the communication support of ORB (Object Request Broker) - the

element that coordinates the interaction between objects intercepting the

client invocations and directing them to the appropriate server.

The entities that compose the syntax of IDL are: modules, interfaces,

operations, attributes and exceptions.

Module is the element that groups other elements. An interface de�nes

a set of operations provided by an object and its attributes. The declara-

tion of attributes initiates with the keyword attribute. Attributes types

can be: basic, built, templates or interfaces.

Figure 3 shows a simple IDL interface de�nition with attributes and

operations.

module People{

interface Student{

//Attributes

attribute string name;

attribute string phone;

readonly attribute long identification;

//Operations

void RegistrationInDisc(in long ident);

};

Fig. 3. IDL Description

3 Mapping Acme to CORBA

This section shows our proposed mapping strategy of Acme architecture

descriptions to IDL speci�cations.

Acme is a generic language for architectural description and, thus,

it has a small number of elements. Therefore, architectural descriptions

using only Acme's basic elements are, semantically, very poor. For this

reason, some extensions are proposed in this paper in order to make archi-

tectural descriptions more meaningful for transformation into IDL speci-

�cations. In this way, in addition to the mapping, we show the structures

that must be part of the Acme descriptions to make them suitable for

mapping to IDL.



3.1 Systems

Both Acme and IDL contain structures that aggregate other elements.

Acme uses Systems and Families (Styles), while IDL uses Modules. The

mapping preserves this grouping by transforming systems and families in

IDL modules.

3.2 Components

Components are the main elements of an architectural description. They

are mapped directly to IDL interfaces by a one-to-one relationship. The

structural types that de�ne components are also mapped into interfaces.

The internal details of the interfaces are obtained through ports and con-

nectors.

3.3 Ports

Ports de�ne the points of interaction of each component with the environ-

ment. The details of the interaction are described through the properties

of the ports. These properties do not have semantics in Acme but they are

interpreted at the moment of the transformation in IDL speci�cations.

In the mapping strategy used in this article, the ports that compose

each component are combined to comprise a single IDL interface. Figure 4

shows a speci�cation in Acme that corresponds to the IDL speci�cation

of Figure 3.

The types idl attribute and idl operation indicate that the prop-

erties of these types have signi�cance in IDL. The properties name, phone

and id represent attributes, while registration represents an operation.

Another aspect that must be considered is that ports can o�er and

request services. This leads to the classi�cation of the ports as input

ports (o�ers services), output ports (requires services), and input and

output ports (o�ers and requires services)3. The example of Figure 4

shows input ports (InputPort). The other options are OutputPort and

InputOutputPort.

The output ports are represented in IDL through attributes. Each

output port (or input and output port) is mapped into an attribute. The

name and the type of the attribute depend on the connector that is at-

tached to the port. For the example in Figure 1, if portM is an output

port then the corresponding IDL interface of component X will have an

3 The original semantics of Acme does not make distinction among these types of

ports.



System People {

Component Student{

Port personal : InputPort = {

Properties {

// Attributes

name : idl_attribute = "attribute string name";

phone: idl_attribute = "attribute string phone";

// Operation

registration: idl_operation =

"void RegistrationInDisc(in long ident)";

};

};

Port school : InputPort = {

Properties {

// Attribute

id : idl_attribute = "readonly attribute long identification";

};

};

};

};

Fig. 4. Acme Speci�cation

interface X{

//require

attribute Y roleB;

...

};

Fig. 5. Mapping Output Ports

attribute called roleB of type Y. Figure 5 shows the result of this trans-

formation.

The use of constraints allows better speci�cation of the interface re-

quired by Output ports. Invariants can specify which roles can be attached

to a port. In the example of Figure 1, constraints can be used to state

that portM can only be attached to roleA.

3.4 Connectors and Roles

The connectors specify how components are combined into a system. They

do not have a corresponding representation in IDL. Instead, the connec-

tors are used to determine the type of interface that output ports require,



as seen in Section 3.3. In the same way, the roles contribute to determine

the names of the attributes that are related to output ports.

3.5 Representations

Representations enable the existence of architecture descriptions with dif-

ferent levels of abstraction. Representations allow elements to enclose

internal subsystems. However, IDL descriptions cannot be encapsulated.

Only the most concrete (internal) elements are mapped to IDL. The map-

ping process creates an auxiliary version of the system with only one level

of abstraction. The complex elements are blown up displaying their inter-

nal representations4.

The mapping rules of Acme to IDL are summarized in the Table 1.

The style IDLFamily (Figure 6) aggregates the extensions that makes

Acme descriptions suitable for mapping to IDL. The family also has some

constraints, not shown here, that checks if the descriptions are valid.

Family IDLFamily = {

Port Type InputPort = {}

Port Type OutputPort = {}

Port Type InputOutputPort = {}

Property Type idl_attribute = String;

Property Type idl_operation = String;

}

Fig. 6. Style IDLFamily

4 Case Study

To illustrate the mapping from Acme to IDL CORBA we use an e-

commerce multi-agents system[6].

A Multi-agents system is a society of agents that cooperates with

each other to solve a speci�c problem. Thus, a problem is divided in

more speci�c problems that are attributed to agents, according to their

individual capability.

4 When there are two or more representations for the same element, one of them must

be chosen to be mapped.



Table 1. Summary of the Mapping Rules of Acme to IDL

Element Acme IDL

System System f module f
... ...

g g

Component Component X = f interface X f
... ...

g g

Component Type Component Type X = f interface X f
... ...

g g

Input Port Component X = f interface X f
... ...

Port p : InputPort = // Port p

new InputPort extended with f [idl attribute]

Properties f [idl operation]

attr : idl attribute = \[idl attribute]"; ...

oper : idl operation = \[idl operation]"; g
g
g
...

g

Output Port Component X = f interface X f
... ...

Port px : OutputPort = // Require (output port)

new OutputPort extended with f attribute Y roleB

... ...

g g
... ...

g interface Y f
Component Y = fports fpY;gg ...

Connector C = froles froleA;roleB;gg g
Attachment X.px to C.roleA; ...

Attachment Y.pY to C.roleB;



In the case study the agents are distributed through a net and need to

interact with each other to negotiate goods. The system has three types

of agents. The buying and selling agents are negotiating agents that buy

or sell goods.

The market agent plays as a facilitator that presents an agent to other

negotiators.

These agents are modeled by software components. The features that

agents needed such as autonomy and communication are founded in the

components.

The distribution of the components must allow communication among

components implemented in di�erent platforms without worrying about

the communication details.

Figure 7 shows how a fragment of the Acme architectural descrip-

tion is mapped into IDL. The Buyer component are transformed into

Buyer interface. The two ports of the component are combined and their

idl operation properties are transported to the component interface.

The ports are output ports therefore produce seller and market at-

tributes. The other components are mapped in the same way.

5 Related Works

The integration of ADLs and middleware platforms is a current trend

in component-based development. Following this trend, OMG has pub-

lished a speci�cation of a standard to support all the systems lifecycles:

MDA [8]. MDA is a vendor and middleware independent approach lan-

guage that uses UML to build system models[9]. MDA does not specify

mapping models between UML and platform-speci�c models. Some works

[10] are addressing this issue by de�ning mapping rules to transform UML

descriptions into CORBA IDL speci�cations.

The ABC environment [11] does a gradual mapping from an ADL to

a middleware platform. It o�ers an ADL, named JBCDL, whose descrip-

tions are mapped to an OO design model described in UML and then

mapping rules are applied to convert the OO model to a CORBA IDL

description. The authors mention that an OO model adds more esh to

perceive components and connectors speci�ed in the architecture descrip-

tion. We argue that using a generic ADL, such as Acme, that is exible

and provides annotation facilities, it is not necessary to have an interme-

diate model to enhance the expressiveness of the architecture description.

Darwin [12] is an ADL that has been a pioneer in the integration of an

ADL with CORBA. In the mapping from Darwin to CORBA, the Darwin



import

System

new extended with

Component

Port

new extended with

Property

Property

Port

new extended with

Property

Property

Component

Ports

Component

Ports

Connector Roles

Connector Roles

Attachment to

Attachment to

Attachment to

Attachment to

families\IDLFamily.acme;

MarketPlace : IDLFamily =
IDLFamily {

Buyer = {
control : InputOutputPort =

InputOutputPort {
insertSeller : idl_operation =

;
removeSeller : idl_operation =

;
};

negotiate : InputOutputPort =
InputOutputPort {

getPrice : idl_operation =
;

offer : idl_operation =

;
};

};

Market =
{ {control;}};

Seller =
{ {control; negotiate;}};

neg1 = { {seller; buyer;}};
control1 = { {buyer; market;}};

Seller.negotiate neg1.seller;
Buyer.negotiate neg1.buyer;
Market.control control1.market;
Buyer.control control1.control;

};

"void insertSeller(in Seller neg)"

"void removeSeller(in Seller neg)"

"double getPrice(in Seller neg)"

"booelan offer(in double value,

in Seller neg)"

module

interface

void

in

void

double

in

booelan

in double

in

attribute

attribute

MarketPlace
Buyer {

insertSeller(
Seller neg

);
removeSeller(

in Seller neg
);

getPrice(
Seller neg

);
offer(

value,
Seller neg

);

Seller seller;
Market market;

};
…

};

// control Input Port

//negotiate Input Port

// Output Ports (requires)

Fig. 7. Market Place mapping from Acme to IDL



compiler translates a Darwin component to the IDL interface. Each pro-

vision in the Darwin speci�cation is translated into a read only attribute

of the object reference type. Each requirement is similarly mapped into

an attribute which is not read only because it is set externally to reect

the binding of the component instance. While this work uses a particular

ADL, we choose to use a generic ADL in order to allow the integration be-

tween other ADLs and CORBA via Acme. Since Acme provides a means

to integrate the features of existing ADLs and to share architectural de-

scriptions between these ADLs, it is possible to transform speci�cations

of other ADLs into Acme and then into CORBA.

A mapping from an ADL, named ZCL, to a component-based envi-

ronment that uses CORBA components is proposed in [13]. This work

de�nes structural mapping from the ADL to the environment. However,

this mapping does not only address the CORBA description but also the

features of the scripting language used in the environment. Although this

work aims to shorten the gap between design and implementation, they

rely on the same problem of many works: to use a particular ADL. Be-

sides, the mapping is restrictive to the speci�c environment. In contrast,

in our work we join an ADL that allows interoperability of ADLs with

a standard middleware platform. We consider that this combination will

be appropriate for di�erent classes of applications.

6 Final Remarks

In this paper we investigated the feasibility of combining the use of two

di�erent technologies in order to reduce the gap between di�erent phases

of component-based development: design and implementation. Software

architecture description languages (ADLs) and middleware platforms deal

with composing systems from compiled parts. However, ADLs do not

focus on component development and middleware platforms do not cope

with the high-level model of a system. An architecture description should

be implemented in a speci�c development platform, thus bringing these

research areas together is essential to the composition of large systems.

We identi�ed the common features of a generic architecture descrip-

tion language - Acme - and a component-based development platform -

CORBA. We proposed a mapping from Acme to CORBA. In order to

make it possible, we improve the expressiveness of Acme specifying the

concept of input and output ports and properties that will be transformed

into attributes and operations. This extension clari�es the mapping to

CORBA IDL. Since Acme is exible and provides facilities for additional



ADL-speci�c information, we explore these facilities to specialize the con-

cept of ports.

Using the mapping proposed in this work, it is possible to generate

interface de�nitions described in CORBA IDL. The IDL description is

an important part of the CORBA-based development and it is the basis

for programmers to produce the implementation code. Thus, once the in-

terface has been de�ned, the programmer will be able to reuse existing

components or coding components according to the architectural descrip-

tion. Besides, IDL description can be automatically mapped into client

and server languages by using an IDL compiler.

A tool, named ACMID, that performs an automatic transformation

from Acme to CORBA IDL using the mapping proposed by this work is

under development. ACMID implements a conversion algorithm that does

such transformation. The transformation is based on XML (eXtensible

Markup Language) [14]. ACMID receives as input an XMI (XML Meta-

data Interchange Format) [15] �le that contains the meta-model descrip-

tion of the Acme architecture model. A modi�ed version of Acme Studio

[16] is used to produce the Acme model. The conversion rules are de-

scribed in XSLT (eXtensible StyleSheet Language Transformations) [17]

and they produce a speci�c model to the CORBA platform represented

in IDL (Interface De�nition Language).

As a future work we intend to observe the enhancement provided

by the ACMID in the development of a number of practical cases of

component-based development.
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